LINE CROSS-CONNECTION, CLASS OF SERVICE,
MESSAGE REGISTER TESTS AND ANI LINE VERIFICATION TESTS
NO. 1 CROSSBAR OFFICES

1. GENERAL

1.01 This addendum specifies the particular tests of line message registers and message register cross-connections that are to be made under various conditions.

1.02 The following paragraphs are added: 1.18, 1.19, 1.20, 1.21 and 1.22.

1.18 Test (D) should be used:
(a) Where message registers are pretested prior to assignment or cross-connection; to verify cross-connections and register operation upon completion of a service order involving new service or any change in central office facilities involving message registers or message register cross-connections.
(b) Upon completion of distributing frame transfers or changes in central office facilities, made for traffic or other reasons, where message registers or message register cross-connections are involved.
(c) Where message register tests are requested by the Comptrollers Department.
(d) Where message register cross-connections are replaced on account of trouble or other reasons.

1.19 Test (E) should be used:
(a) For pretesting message registers prior to assignment or cross-connection.

1.20 Both tests (D) and (E) should be used:
(a) Where message registers are not pretested prior to assignment or cross-connection; to verify cross-connections and register operation upon completion of a service order involving new service or any change in central office facilities involving message registers or message register cross-connections.
(b) Where message register tests are requested by the Commercial Department.
(c) Where message registers in service are replaced on account of trouble.

1.21 Test (F) may be used for supplementary testing or verification of cross-connections as required.

1.22 Tests (D), (E) and (F) should be used individually or in any combination:
(a) As required in connection with tests requested by the Traffic Department.
(b) As required in connection with Plant Department investigation of trouble indications.
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